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Body Solid Pro Club Line Series II Functional Trainer (S2FT)  
 

Commercially rated - built with precision -
Body Solid's Pro Club Line Series II
consists of 17 single and dual function
stations and offers a complete range of
equipment, providing facilities with
strength stations for the entire body. Each
station is designed to be biomechanically
correct. Multiple adjustment options allow
each user to achieve high quality and
natural movement.

 CHF 5'490.00  
      

      

Unlock a virtually unlimited number of workout options with the Body Solid S2FT Series II Functional
Training Center. The S2FT's dual independent weight stack system provides dedicated resistance with a
true isolateral range of motion from cable crossovers and shoulder presses to pull-ups, leg pushbacks
and more. The pulleys adjust independently and offer 34 different starting positions.

The S2FT is larger than traditional functional trainers and offers unparalleled freedom of movement,
while ergonomically designed adjustments and interchangeable cable handles add variety to your
workout.

The full weight magazine enclosure is not only aesthetically pleasing, but also safe - preventing users
from dropping weights on objects. Commercial-grade cables, weight packs and design make the S2FT
one of the strongest and most durable functional trainers on the market.

The S2FT Functional Trainer from the Body Solid Pro Club Series II features Body-Solid's exclusive
climbing grips to build upper body and hand grip strength. Includes a 109cm rotating bar for squats,
deadlifts and presses. The padded 35cm sports bar provides complex movements to simulate tennis,
golf and baseball swings. The S2FT also includes two standard adjustable nylon cable handles, a foot
strap and a 50cm rotating straight bar.

With a space-saving footprint, two independent weight stacks, user-friendly ergonomics and
adjustability, and precision-matched components, the S2FT Series II Functional Training Center is a
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great addition to any workout room or facility.

Features:

2 x 75kg weight magazines (also available with 2 x 95kg).
34-position cable pulley height adjustment for a variety of upper, middle and lower cable
exercises
180° movement radius of the swiveling pulling elements
Distance between pulleys 160cm
unilateral or bilateral movements possible
integrated pull-up bar
exclusive climbing handles
weight magazine cover
solid and stable frame construction

Use: home to commercial continuous use
Equipment dimensions: W137 x D201 x H252cm, weight 376kg
Accessories: 109cm straight bar, 35cm straight bar, 50cm rotating straight bar, foot strap, 2 nylon pull
handles
Warranty: 2 years on labor and parts for home use, 1 year on labor and 2 years on parts for light
institutional to commercial use (excludes consumables)
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